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Survival of Plant Seeds, Their UV Screens, and nptII DNA
for 18 Months Outside the International Space Station

David Tepfer,1 Andreja Zalar,2 and Sydney Leach3

Abstract

The plausibility that life was imported to Earth from elsewhere can be tested by subjecting life-forms to space
travel. Ultraviolet light is the major liability in short-term exposures (Horneck et al., 2001), and plant seeds,
tardigrades, and lichens—but not microorganisms and their spores—are candidates for long-term survival
(Anikeeva et al., 1990; Sancho et al., 2007; Jönsson et al., 2008; de la Torre et al., 2010).

In the present study, plant seeds germinated after 1.5 years of exposure to solar UV, solar and galactic cosmic
radiation, temperature fluctuations, and space vacuum outside the International Space Station. Of the 2100
exposed wild-type Arabidopsis thaliana and Nicotiana tabacum (tobacco) seeds, 23% produced viable plants after
return to Earth. Survival was lower in the Arabidopsis Wassilewskija ecotype and in mutants (tt4-8 and fah1-2)
lacking UV screens. The highest survival occurred in tobacco (44%). Germination was delayed in seeds shielded
from solar light, yet full survival was attained, which indicates that longer space travel would be possible for
seeds embedded in an opaque matrix. We conclude that a naked, seed-like entity could have survived exposure
to solar UV radiation during a hypothetical transfer from Mars to Earth.

Chemical samples of seed flavonoid UV screens were degraded by UV, but their overall capacity to absorb UV
was retained. Naked DNA encoding the nptII gene (kanamycin resistance) was also degraded by UV. A frag-
ment, however, was detected by the polymerase chain reaction, and the gene survived in space when protected
from UV. Even if seeds do not survive, components (e.g., their DNA) might survive transfer over cosmic
distances. Key Words: Origin of life—Panspermia—Plant seeds—Flavonoid UV screens—DNA degradation—
UV resistance—International Space Station. Astrobiology 12, 517–528.

1. Introduction

The question of the origin of life has arisen in diverse
human cultures. We know now that sequence-based

phylogenetic trees are rooted in microbial ancestors, that mi-
crobes appeared within the first billion years of Earth’s exis-
tence (Westall, 2009), and that all organisms, so far examined,
use essentially the same genetic code, suggesting a unique
origin for life on Earth. These facts are compatible with, but do
not prove, an extraterrestrial origin for the life we know.

Habitable zone planets and the basic molecules of life,
including water, are found within and beyond our solar
system (Barman, 2007; Eisner, 2007). Could life be dispersed
among these potential exohabitats? The ability of life-forms
to withstand space travel can be used as a measure of the
plausibility of this hypothesis. In the SEEDS portion of the
EXPOSE-E project, we thus exposed Arabidopsis and to-

bacco seeds to space conditions for 18 months outside the
International Space Station (ISS), orbiting at 440 km altitude
(Rabbow et al., 2009) (Fig. 1). Five wild-type and mutant seed
genotypes were tested, with each genotype repeated at three
dispersed positions (Fig. 2). Behind this fully exposed layer
(S1), identical samples (S2) were protected from UV light but
exposed to space vacuum, temperatures, and galactic cosmic
radiation. In a ground simulation, another set of samples
(G1) in an identical sample carrier was subjected to simu-
lated space vacuum, temperature, and UV200–400nm light, in
accordance with data from sensors on EXPOSE, with a dark
layer (G2) that lacked UV exposure. Lab controls (L0) were
stored at 4�C.

Arabidopsis thaliana was chosen for its small seeds (per-
mitting large sample sizes) and the availability of mutants
and information about the composition of the seed coat. Two
wild-type Arabidopsis ecotypes, Wassilewskija (Ws-2) and
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Columbia (Col-0), were exposed, with a mutant lacking a UV
screen for each ecotype. Flavonoids and sinapate esters
protect plants from UV light (Li et al., 1993; Stapleton and
Walbot, 1994; Landry et al., 1995; Sheahan, 1996), and fla-
vonoids are also antioxidants (Pietta, 2000; Urquiaga and
Leighton, 2000; Williams et al., 2004). The tt4-8 mutant (De-
beaujon et al., 2003) lacked flavonoids due to a T-DNA in-
sertion into the chalcone synthase gene, and the fah1-2
mutant (Columbia background) lacked sinapate esters due to
a dysfunctional ferulate-5-hydroxylase (Chapple et al., 1992;
Sheahan, 1996). Tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) was chosen for
its developed endosperm and redundant genome, in contrast
to the vestigial endosperm and the compact genome of
Arabidopsis. In addition to the Havana tobacco wild type, a
derivative (PT) was tested, carrying a marker in the chloro-
plast DNA that did not effect phenotype (Carrer et al., 1993).

Flavonoids and DNA were exposed as dry films on the
inner surfaces of MgF2 windows. Quercitrin, the dominant
flavonoid in Arabidopsis seeds, has a VUV-UV absorption
spectrum that closely matches that of DNA, with additional
absorbance in the UVA, while the absorption spectrum of
catechin mimics that of protein (Zalar et al., 2007; Zalar,
2010). DNA from the nptII gene, which encodes kanamycin

resistance, was exposed with the expectation that it would be
completely degraded by solar UV light.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant materials and seed germination

With the exception of the fah1-2 mutant (Nottingham
Arabidopsis Stock Centre), Arabidopsis seed stocks were
from the Versailles Arabidopsis Resource Centre. Tobacco,
including Havana PT (pTNH32-70-2), carrying a nptII mar-
ker in the chloroplast DNA (Carrer et al., 1993), was a gift
from P. Maliga. The PT line was included to provide in
planta, multicopy nptII for DNA degradation studies to be
described elsewhere. Seed samples were produced in the
greenhouse simultaneously for all genotypes of the same
species and spread in monolayers behind UV-transparent,
7 · 7 · 1 mm MgF2 windows (Zalar, 2010). Seeds were held in
place by a steel plate and spring. Mean sample sizes per
window were 16.3 – 1.74 mg (standard deviation, s.d.) for
Arabidopsis and 20.9 – 1.38 mg (s.d.) for tobacco. After return
to Earth, the sample carrier was stored desiccated at 4�C.
Seeds were removed from behind the windows in a laminar
flow hood with an insect pin that had been coated with

FIG. 1. EXPOSE and SEEDS on the Columbus module of the ISS (Photo courtesy of NASA). EXPOSE (small red box) is on
the EuTEF platform. SEEDS is covered by a protective shutter (closed in this photo, taken prior to the start of exposure).
Columbus, the European module, is to the left of EXPOSE. Proximal sources of UV and solar wind shadows include
Columbus, the other experiments surrounding EXPOSE on the EuTEF platform, and the protective shutter, which was
perpendicular to the surface of SEEDS during exposure but closed during transport. Insert (large red box), position of SEEDS
on EXPOSE, with the shutters (Sh) open, in the same orientation as in Fig 3, with seeds on the lower right. White arrow,
direction of flight, except during shuttle docking, when it was inverted 180�. The external dimensions of EXPOSE were
440 · 380 · 250 mm. Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/ast
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adhesive from double stick tape. The pin was dipped in
sterile water, then touched to a seed, which adhered to the
film of water but not to the adhesive. Seeds were placed on
agar medium, containing 0.8% agar (w/v) in deionized
water in three Petri dishes (Fig. 2C), according to their po-
sition during exposure so that any exposure gradient would
be detected in the sequence of seed germination (dish 1:
seeds 1, 4, 7, etc.; dish 2: seeds 2, 5, 8, etc.). For Arabidopsis,
150 seeds from each window were sampled in three batches of
50 seeds in each round of experiments (designated tiers I and
II). For the larger tobacco seeds, 50 seeds were removed from
each tier in the same fashion and placed sequentially onto a
single Petri dish. Each experiment included lab controls (L0)
that had been stored at 4�C. Petri dishes were maintained at 8�
C in the dark for 78 h to attain homogenous imbibition before
the start of germination. Germination took place at 22�C,
under 16 h of 4 lE m - 2 s - 1 light from white compact fluo-
rescent lamps (Philips Softone SW) and red LED lamps
(Philips E27G50R). It was monitored hourly during periods of
rapid change. Root emergence was scored under 14 · mag-
nification and recorded on the back of the Petri dish with a
colored symbol for each time point (Fig. 2C). Samples were
identified by numbers. Determination of germination was

thus blind, except for the flavonoid-lacking tt4-8 seeds, which
were obvious due to their yellow color. Seedlings were re-
moved from Petri dishes and transferred to the greenhouse in
squares of agar to avoid damage to the young roots.

2.2. Exposed chemicals

Chemical samples included two flavonoid UV screens
found in the Arabidopsis seed coat and DNA from the nptII
gene, which encodes kanamycin resistance. The dominant
Arabidopsis seed flavonoid (Routaboul et al., 2006) is quer-
citrin (quercetin-3-O-rhamnoside, Sigma-Aldrich). Catechin
(+ 3,3¢,4¢,5,7,-pentahydroxyflavan, Extrasynthese, Genay,
France) is also an important flavonoid in Arabidopsis. From
a 1.5 mg mL - 1 solution in 50% (v/v) methanol (HPLC
grade), 10 lL of each flavonoid was air-dried on the inside
(center) of each of two MgF2 windows, which corresponded
roughly to the tier I + II surface area. Postflight UV absorp-
tion spectroscopy (Shimadzu HPS-2000) was performed on
these dry films adhering to the inside of the sample windows
(in their original positions in the sample carrier).

The DNA sample of the nptII gene was synthesized from a
bacterial plasmid template with the polymerase chain

FIG. 2. Experimental layout and sampling. (A, Top) The SEEDS experiment on EXPOSE with sample identification numbers
(same orientation as in Fig. 1). Large seeds, tobacco; small seeds, Arabidopsis; yellow seeds, Arabidopsis flavonoid minus
mutant (tt4-8). Dark-colored samples include chemical sunscreens and DNA, which is in the center of each group of nine
samples. (A, Bottom) side view of the sample carrier, inverted with the exposed layer (S1) downward, before compression of
the springs. (B) Enlarged view of a typical seed sample (number 313, Arabidopsis Columbia wild type), seen from outside the
MgF2 window. Seeds were held in a monolayer from behind by a steel plate and spring. Yellow dots, tier I; blue dots, tier II.
(C) Seeds from each tier (150 for Arabidopsis, 50 for tobacco) were distributed sequentially into three Petri dishes, starting in
the center of the window. Petri dishes are shown at the 10-day end point of the germination test, with a symbol marking the
time of each germination event. Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/ast
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reaction (PCR) and the following primers: 5¢-GAACAA
GATGGATTGCACGC-3¢ and 5¢-AGAAGGCGATAGAAGG
CGATGC-3¢, which produced a 773 base pair (bp) fragment
(nucleotide 7 to 780) from the 795 bp coding region of nptII.
The PCR product was purified with the QIAquick PCR pu-
rification kit (Qiagen, France). PCR conditions included an
initial denaturation step at 95�C for 5 min, followed by 35
amplification cycles consisting of 1 min at 95�C (denatur-
ation), 1 min at 55�C (annealing), and 2 min at 72�C (exten-
sion), for 35 cycles, followed by a final extension at 72�C for
5 min. Each of four MgF2 windows received 10 lL of a 50 lg
mL - 1 solution of this PCR product in ultrapure H2O. After
exposure, DNA was resuspended in 2 · 20 lL of TE buffer
(10 mm Tris, 2 mm EDTA). DNA survival was qualitatively
determined by PCR and the above primers for the 773 bp
reaction product (nucleotides 7 to 780), as described above.
The presence of a 110 bp internal fragment (nucleotides 79 to
189) was assayed with the above reaction conditions, with
primers 5¢-AGACAATCGGCTGCTCTGAT-3¢ and 5¢-CTCG
TCCTGCAGTTCATTCA-3¢. PCR products were analyzed
by gel electrophoresis in 1.2% (w/v) agarose, followed by
ethidium bromide staining.

Further search for biologically active DNA made use of
homologous recombination in Acinetobacter baylyi (strain
BD413), between exposed nptII DNA and a defective copy of
nptII, carried by plasmid pMR7. The defect is a 10 bp deletion
starting at coding sequence position 5999 (de Vries and
Wackernagel, 1998; Tepfer et al., 2003). There were 520 bp
between the start of the surviving fragment and the begin-
ning of the deletion. Thus, the 110 bp nptII fragment, de-
tected by PCR after exposure to complete space conditions
(see Results), did not include the 10 bp deletion.

2.3. Temperature and pressure conditions

The temperature in the sample carrier in space fluctuated
16 times during each of the 558 days of exposure, in accor-
dance with illumination changes during the 91 min orbital
period. High-temperature periods (30–40�C for ca. 40 days)
alternated with low-temperature periods ( - 5�C to - 10�C for
ca. 20 days) due to changes in the orbital plane of the ISS. The
lower limit was determined by heaters that were activated at
- 12�C. Exceptions were recorded, which were the result of
power loss during a low-temperature period and re-
positioning of the ISS for solar panel installation. The mini-
mum recorded temperature was - 25�C and the maximum
+ 61�C. Temperature fluctuations produced approximately
200 transitions across 0�C, with uncertainty due to loss of
25% of the data. Temperatures were uniform over the two
levels of samples. Temperatures in the ground simulation
mimicked temperatures in space, with temperatures kept
below 30�C during the UV exposure (see below). Pressure in
space varied, depending on the orientation of the ISS, be-
tween 10 - 7 and 10 - 4 Pa, according to estimates made with
data from the pressure gauge on the MEDET facility, adja-
cent to EXPOSE on the ISS.

2.4. Light conditions

The patterns of temperature change reflect changes in
exposure to sunlight, which was determined by shadow
mapping (RedShift, Brussels), solar light measurements from
the SORCE satellite, and detailed positional information for

the ISS (NASA). The UVA, B, C dose for the entire mission
was first calculated by accounting only for shadows and
reflections from dynamic structures, such as solar arrays and
the position of the ISS, but not accounting for static struc-
tures, such as open shutters. A total dose of 1.23 · 106 kJ m - 2

(UVA315–400nm = 9.58 · 105 kJ m - 2; UVB280–315nm = 1.95 · 105

kJ m - 2; UVC100–280nm = 7.76 · 104 kJ m - 2) was thus calcu-
lated. This UV dose was then corrected for shadows and
reflections from static objects, including the Columbus
module, shutters, window frames, and so on, and exposure
was simulated at 24 positions within each window. In a
typical sample, exposure falloff within tier I was < 10%, and
it was < 20% within tier II. The total UV dose is thus best
summarized by using fully corrected values for the center of
each exposed window: UVA315–400nm = 5.78 · 105 kJ m - 2;
UVB 280–315nm = 1.17 · 105 kJ m - 2; UVC100–280nm = 4.62 · 104 kJ
m - 2, for a total UV100–400nm exposure of 7.4 · 105 kJ m - 2.
This exposure estimation does not take into account trans-
mission loss through the MgF2 windows (see below).

UV200–390 spectroscopy (not shown) through MgF2 win-
dows that had not been in contact with seeds showed that
they were initially transparent to solar UV light down to
110 nm, with no reduction in transmission (measured at 200–
300 nm) after exposure. However, the seeds of both species
left a residue on the inside of the windows that caused a
transmission loss of about 12% at 390 nm and 46% at 200 nm
(in a typical window), indicating that the total exposure to
UV was less than the value given above. The time course of
transmission loss is not known. Thus, transmission de-
creased during exposure, but not due to inherent changes in
the windows.

Seeds in the ground simulation (G1) received 5.8 · 105 kJ
m - 2 of UV200–400nm light from a solar lamp (SOL 2000, Dr.
Hönle UV technology, Gräfelfing, Germany). UV treatment
was performed over a period of 1 month, following the
temperature plus vacuum simulation.

2.5. Radiation conditions

Particle radiation was measured by passive detectors built
into the EXPOSE sample carriers 1 and 2, which were adja-
cent to the SEEDS experiment in carrier 3. The dose was
53.1 mGy galactic cosmic rays (583 days of exposure),
237.7 mGy of South Atlantic Anomaly protons (558 days of
exposure), and 4.8 mGy outer radiation belt electrons (558
days of exposure). The total dose behind the outer (S1) MgF2

windows was 295.6 mGy. The dark (S2) and exposed (S1)
layers received the same dose of galactic cosmic rays, but
lower-energy particles (electrons and protons) were received
primarily by the exposed layer. The dark samples on the
starboard side (away from the Columbus module) received
approximately 25% more lower-energy particles than sam-
ples on the port side, closer to Columbus, probably due to a
solar wind shadow, which is similar to the UV shadow
caused by Columbus and nearby structures. Ionizing radia-
tion doses are low on the ISS due to protection from Earth’s
magnetic field.

2.6. Statistical analysis

P values were calculated by using the Wilcoxon-Mann-
Whitney test in the graphing and statistics program, Kalei-
daGraph. P > 0.05 was considered significant.
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2.7. Spaceflights and seed storage

The SEEDS experiment was part of EXPOSE-E, which was
launched by NASA on 7 February 2008 (flight STS-122), with
a return on 12 September 2009 (flight STS-128 Cal). Sample
de-integration took place on 3 December 2009. Pre- and
postflight temperatures were ambient; preflight seeds were
stored in EXPOSE under nitrogen, but postflight they were in
ambient atmosphere. After de-integration, seeds were stored
in the sample carrier (Fig. 2), desiccated at 4�C.

3. Results

3.1. Seed germination

Seeds were returned to Earth after 558 days of exposure on
the EuTEF platform (Fig. 1). The deleterious effects of space
travel were quantified by studying their germination. Ex-
posure artifacts were assessed, including edge effects (shading
from the edges of the sample windows), position effects
(shading from nearby objects), and seed overlap effects
(shading from adjacent seeds). Position effects were evaluated
for each seed type by comparing similar samples at three
dispersed positions on the exposed surface (Fig. 2A). To esti-
mate edge effects, seeds were removed starting at the center of
the seed monolayer and working outward in a spiral (Fig. 2B).
Germination was scored microscopically as root emergence,
with observations made hourly during periods of rapid
change. It was expressed as the accumulation of observations
of root emergence over time and presented as the mean of the
three, 50-seed samples (Figs. 3 and 4). Survival was defined as
germination that produced morphologically intact, growing
plants, scored at the last time point in the germination curve,
10 days after the beginning of imbibition.

An important concern was to assess artifacts due to edge
and position effects. Within each tier, no patterns of germi-
nation could be attributed to the initial seed position behind
the MgF2 window; that is, for a given Petri dish, seeds closer
to the center of the MgF2 window did not germinate later
than seeds away from the center (Fig. 2C). However, in the
Arabidopsis Ws-2 wild type and the tt4-8 mutant, germina-
tion kinetics and overall survival were improved in tier II,
relative to tier I (Fig. 3A, 3D). Germination differences be-
tween tiers I and II were generally smaller for the other ge-
notypes (Fig. 3), which indicates that edge effects were
largely avoided by restricting the sampling to tiers I and II.
Data from tiers I and II were thus pooled (Fig. 4), in keeping
with the data in Fig. 3 and the prediction from shadow
mapping that light falloff was < 20% in tier II.

In some experiments, germination and survival differed
among the three 150-seed samples of each seed type, dis-
persed on the surface of the SEEDS carrier (e.g., Fig. 3C, 3D,
3F). Since these position effects were not observed in the S2
dark layer (Fig. 5), they were probably due to variable UV
microenvironments on the exposed surface, caused by
shadows and reflections from nearby objects. However, po-
sition variability was greater in Arabidopsis Ws and in to-
bacco than in Arabidopsis Columbia, which suggests that
other factors (including the magnitude of germination,
transmission loss in the MgF2 windows, and conditions in
individual Petri dishes) could have contributed to the ap-
parent position effects. Despite these uncertainties, positional
effects did not preclude finding statistically valid differences

among the genotypes by using data pooled from the three
positions tested (Fig. 4).

Modeling (RedShift, Brussels) of the shadow effects pre-
dicted an exposure gradient over the exposed samples from
left (low) to right (high) and another from bottom (low) to
top (high), as the seed sample carrier is presented in Fig. 2A.
Correction (not shown) of the raw germination data, with
use of the shadow map–derived value for the center of each
sample position, did not alter the conclusions drawn from
the uncorrected data. Thus, the data presented in Fig. 3 are
not corrected for uneven illumination.

Survival results (maximum seed germination that pro-
duced intact plants) were pooled from tiers I and II and from
the three positions on the surface of EXPOSE (Fig. 4). Pooled
data for tt4-8 and tobacco were only corrected for differences
in lab control germination, evident in the uncorrected L0
mean data (Fig. 3D). Correction factors were 1.087 for to-
bacco and 1.064 for tt4-8. The sample size (batches of 50
seeds) for each genotype was 900 seeds in Arabidopsis and
300 in tobacco. The Havana and PT tobacco survival results
were also pooled, since no phenotype is associated with PT,
and there was no statistical difference in germination be-
tween the two lines (P = 0.559).

The germination kinetics and survival of wild-type seeds
varied with genotype (Figs. 3 and 4). The highest survival
was 44% (n = 1 · 50 seeds) in tobacco (Havana), tier II, posi-
tion 293 (Fig. 3F). Among the wild types, WS was less re-
sistant than Columbia (Fig. 3A, 3B, 3D, 3E, Fig. 4), and
survival in tobacco was similar to that in Columbia (Fig. 3B,
3C, 3E, 3F, Fig. 4). Arabidopsis mutants lacking sunscreens
were less resistant to full exposure than the corresponding
wild types (Figs. 3 and 4). No tt4-8 (flavonoid minus) seeds
germinated in tier I (Fig. 3A, Fig. 4). Lack of sinapate ester
sunscreens ( fah1-2 mutant) was also associated with reduced
germination, but to a lesser extent than in tt4-8 (Figs. 3 and
4). Survival thus varied with ecotype and was improved by
UV screens.

3.2. Radiation effects

Comparison between the dark layers in the ground sim-
ulation (G2) and those on the ISS (S2) allowed an estimate of
galactic cosmic radiation effects in the dark layer in space,
since the ground simulation dark layer received equivalent
space vacuum and temperature but was spared the cosmic
radiation. (Solar ionizing radiation was largely stopped by
the S1 layer.) The onset of germination was delayed by 7 h in
Arabidopsis Columbia in the dark layer exposed to galactic
cosmic radiation, compared to the lab control and ground
simulations (Fig. 5). In tobacco, germination was delayed by
14 h. However, total survival in wild-type Arabidopsis and
tobacco (pooled Havana + PT) did not differ in the dark
layers on the ISS and on the ground (Fig. 6). Thus, galactic
cosmic radiation was a minor, but measurable, liability
during the 18-month exposure. Nevertheless, it could cause
severe damage during longer journeys through space (Kranz
et al., 1990; Wei et al., 2006). In contrast to the other geno-
types, survival of the tt4-8 mutant (lacking flavonoids) was
reduced in the dark layers, both in space and on the ground
(Fig. 6), which possibly reflects an additional role for flavo-
noids in responses to temperature fluctuations ( - 25�C to
+ 61�C).
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3.3. Temperature and vacuum effects

Survival was similar in the Ws lab control (L0) and in the
space dark control (S2), which indicates that exposure to
space temperature and vacuum did not diminish survival
(Fig. 6). However, survival was reduced in the tt4-8 seeds
exposed to space temperature and vacuum WS (S2)
98.1 – 2.2; n = 18; tt4 (S2) 84.6 – 7.4; n = 18; P = < 0.0001. In
contrast, survival in tobacco increased (Fig. 6) by six per-
centage points in seeds exposed to space vacuum and tem-
perature (G2): lab control (L0), 91.1% – 6.33, n = 8 · 50;
ground simulation (G2) 97.2% – 2.33; n = 12 · 50; P = 0.015.
Space temperature and vacuum thus stimulated survival in
tobacco, perhaps due to better desiccation in space. We
conclude that after 18 months of exposure, radiation and
vacuum plus temperature effects could be measured, but
they were minor, species dependent, and not necessarily
deleterious. Data were corrected for tt4-8 (multiplication
factor, 1.064) and tobacco (multiplication factor, 1.087) to
normalize for inherently lower germination in the respective
lab controls (Fig. 3C, 3D, 3F). Data from the three repeats of
each genotype were pooled, and tobacco data include Ha-
vana plus the PT insertion line.

3.4. Phenotype of survivors

To assess the morphology and fertility of the survivors at
the end of the 10-day germination test, 10 Arabidopsis plants

or five tobacco plants (or ungerminated seeds, when germi-
nation was low), representative of each sample of 50 seeds,
were transferred on blocks of agar to soil in the greenhouse
and grown through seed set. Morphological abnormalities
were not evident in Arabidopsis and tobacco in vitro, and the
majority of the plants of both species were capable of growth
and seed set in the greenhouse. However, slow growth and
reduced seed set were common in Arabidopsis exposed to
space UV (S1), but not in the dark layer (S2). In tobacco, slow
growth and reduced seed set occurred in seven out of the 101
plants grown to maturity from exposed seeds (S1), with one
plant dying upon transfer from agar to soil. The reduced
effects of exposure in tobacco, compared to Arabidopsis,
could be due to the more developed endosperm in tobacco,
which provides better shielding of the embryo, and perhaps
to tobacco’s larger, more redundant genome.

3.5. Phenotype in the first sexual generation
after exposure

Seeds were sown from Arabidopsis Ws (S1) tier I survi-
vors of full space exposure, the most affected by exposure
(Fig. 3A). All 44 seeds germinated, and 42 produced fertile
plants with a normal seed set. One plant was of small stature,
and one plant produced only one seed. No morphological
aberrations were observed. Thus, the reductions in growth
and fertility seen in the survivors of full exposure to space
largely disappeared in the first sexual generation after ex-
posure. A similar result was obtained in tobacco. Survival
thus appears to have been an ‘‘all or none’’ phenomenon; the
survivors’ genome was not irreparably damaged, and failure
of germination was likely due to general UV damage due to
other factors, including a lethal accumulation of free radicals,
destruction of membranes, or massive damage to ribosomes
(Casati and Walbot, 2004).

3.6. Effects of solar UV on flavonoid UV screens

Flavonoids contributed to the resistance of Arabidopsis
seeds to UV light (Figs. 3 and 4), but to be effective, their
shielding capacity should not be lost during exposure.
Comparison of UV200–390nm absorption by quercitrin and
catechin in the fully exposed S1 layer and the dark S2 layer
revealed changes in UV absorption in flavonoids from the S1
layer, including a loss of features, a shift to lower wave-
lengths, and a 30% increase in the capacity of both flavonoids
to absorb energy in the region between 200 and 400 nm (Fig.
7). Protection was not lost in the DNA-absorbing regions
(200 and 260 nm), but there was a pronounced loss of UVA
absorption in the exposed (S1) quercitrin.

3.7. Effects of solar UV on nptII DNA

The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used to monitor
survival of naked DNA encoding a 773 bp region of nptII, a
bacterial kanamycin resistance gene. In DNA from the fully
exposed S1 layer, the entire 773 bp nptII fragment was not
detected by PCR (not shown), but an internal (110 bp) frag-
ment was amplified (Fig. 8A) with another primer set de-
signed to amplify nucleotides 79–189. Strong amplification
was detected in two of the four DNA samples. DNA am-
plification of this short fragment was therefore verified in a
second round of PCR by using 1 lL from the first round. The

FIG. 4. Survival according to genotype. Sample repeats
were pooled by using each 50-seed sample from Fig. 3
(sample repeats and tiers I, II). To enable comparison, pooled
data were corrected for tt4-8 (multiplication factor, 1.064)
and tobacco (multiplication factor, 1.087), thus normalizing
for inherently lower germination in the respective lab con-
trols (Fig. 3C, 3D). Both flavonoid- and sinapate-lacking
mutants were less resistant than the corresponding wild
types, and the Ws wild type was less resistant than Colum-
bia. Data are presented as means – s.d. *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001.
n = 6 · 50 for Arabidopsis lab controls; n = 8 · 50 for tobacco
lab controls; n = 18 · 50 for Arabidopsis exposed seeds;
n = 6 · 50 for tobacco-exposed seeds. The total calculated
UV100–400nm exposure was 7.4 · 105 kJ m - 2.
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second round produced strong amplification of the 110 bp
fragment in all exposed samples but not in the negative
control (not shown). The DNA samples were thus partially
degraded, but given the presence of weak signals in two of
the four samples, we can infer that template was probably
limiting, e.g., that few intact copies of the 79–189 region
survived exposure to solar UV light. In contrast, DNA from
the S2 layer, which was protected from UV, provided a
consistently strong amplification template for the 110 bp
fragment (Fig. 8A). Amplification of the 773 bp fragment
occurred, and the template DNA was physically intact, as
shown by agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. 8B).

The survival of biologically active nptII DNA was also
assessed by using homologous recombination between ex-
posed nptII and a resident, defective nptII, carried by pMR7
in Acinetobacter baylyi strain BD412 (de Vries and Wack-
ernagel, 1998). Dark layer (S2) DNA (15 ng) from sample
position 285 was tested for the ability to confer kanamycin
resistance, that is, to rescue the mutation in the resident nptII,
producing 106 colony-forming units on medium containing
kanamycin. In contrast, no resistant colonies formed when
using a 20-fold excess of DNA from the exposed (S1) layer.
This biological test for DNA survival thus confirmed the
above PCR results: DNA exposed to UV was largely de-
graded and biologically inactive, but DNA survived in the
dark layer, protected from UV light.

4. Discussion

4.1. Experimental variability and seed survival

Variables that might explain heterogeneous responses in
the seed population include seed genetic makeup, size,

FIG. 5. Cosmic radiation and seed germination kinetics. Effects of cosmic radiation were assessed by comparing germination kinetics
in seeds from the dark layer in space (S2), which received galactic cosmic radiation, and seeds from the dark layer in the ground
simulation (G2), which did not. (A) Germination kinetics in Arabidopsis (Columbia). Blue curves: seeds from the ground simulation
(G2) dark layer, without UV and radiation but with space vacuum and temperatures; red curves: seeds from the ISS dark layer (S2),
without UV but exposed to galactic cosmic radiation; black curves, lab controls (L0). Galactic cosmic radiation exposure was associated
with a 7 h delay in germination. Each curve represents accumulated germination events, expressed as the mean of three samples, each
involving 50 seeds. (B) Same as (A), but with tobacco seeds (Havana plus PT), showing a 14 h delay in germination. Each curve
represents a single sample, comprised of 50 seeds. Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/ast

FIG. 6. Effects of cosmic radiation, space vacuum, and
temperature on survival. Black columns, lab controls (L0);
gray columns, dark controls in space (S2); light gray col-
umns, ground dark controls (G2). Survival was similar in the
dark in space and in the corresponding ground simulation
(S2 vs. G2) for Arabidopsis Ws (wild type), tt4-8 (flavonoid-
lacking) and tobacco (Tob), showing that galactic cosmic
radiation did not diminish survival. *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001.
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orientation, changes in MgF2 window transmission, and inter-
seed shading. For instance, Arabidopsis seeds are ovoid, so
seed overlap might protect the shoot or root meristematic
(growing) zones at each extremity. However, differences in
seed numbers per window (seed density) were not quite

significant (P = 0.06575, a = 0.05). Furthermore, the increased
sensitivity of both sunscreen-lacking mutants to solar UV
also argues against the significance of this potential artifact,
and inter-seed shading is less likely in tobacco seeds, which
are closer to spherical. The large sample sizes should

FIG. 7. Effects of solar UV light on two Arabidopsis flavonoids, examined with UV absorption spectroscopy (dark lines, S2
dark layer; gray lines, S1 fully exposed layer) (A) Quercitrin. (B) Catechin. Structural features were lost, but overall ab-
sorption capacity was retained.

FIG. 8. Effects of solar UV light on nptII DNA. (A) A 110 bp region in the nptII gene coding sequence was amplified by PCR,
indicating that part of the nptII gene survived exposure to full space conditions, including solar UV. PCR of the same samples
when using the whole 773 bp nptII fragment produced no reaction products (not shown). Amplified DNA products were
separated according to their molecular weight by gel electrophoresis, stained with ethidium bromide, and visualized with
UV312nm, which causes DNA complexed with ethidium bromide to fluoresce visible light. The white spots in the figure
represent DNA molecules that migrated in the agarose gel at a similar molecular weight. Two of the samples from the S1
layer were weak; thus one lL from each reaction was used in a second round of PCR, producing strong accumulation of PCR
products in all samples, as in the positive controls. One microliter from the negative control (without DNA) produced no
reaction products (results not shown). Ladder designates a molecular weight marker at 200 bp. (B) Gel electrophoresis (1%
agarose) of lab control nptII DNA (5 lL) or DNA from the S2 layer (5 lL, sample 318). The closest molecular weight marker
was 800 bp. The S2 DNA sample appears to be intact. It also rescued a defective nptII, conferring kanamycin resistance on a
soil bacterium, and it was amplified by PCR (see text).
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compensate for differences between individual seeds and
their orientation. We conclude that it is unlikely that inter-
seed shading artifacts caused the survival observed, al-
though they could contribute to the variability among
repeated samples from different positions (different win-
dows). Similar arguments can be made for the importance of
individual genetic differences, seed size, and seed orienta-
tion. The deposit of UV-absorbing residues on the inside of
the MgF2 windows was variable (results not shown), and it
could explain some of the differences among sample repeats.
Again, experimental variability did not preclude finding
differences among the samples predicted by the biology;
mutants lacking UV screens were more sensitive to UV than
the corresponding wild types.

4.2. Radiation effects

Arabidopsis and tobacco seeds received 253 mGy, mostly
in the form of protons. Thirteen days of exposure to space
radiation produced measurable damage in Arabidopsis
seeds (Kranz et al., 1990). In soybean seeds, effective muta-
genesis (DNA deletions) was accomplished at fast neutron
doses ranging between 4 and 32 Gy (Bolon et al., 2011).
However, cytological aberrations were observed in root tips
from rice seeds exposed to space low-orbit radiation for 18
days (Wei et al., 2006). Since our seeds were exposed in the
dry state, repair mechanisms were not functioning, and ac-
cumulated lesions were repaired only after hydration; how-
ever, in the dry state fewer free radicals are expected from
the radiolysis of water. We conclude that radiation effects
were minor, as expected from the doses received, and that
the inhibition of germination in both seed species in the ex-
posed layer (S1) was primarily caused by UV light. However,
cosmic radiation most likely caused the species-dependent
delay in germination (Fig. 5) observed in the dark layer (S2).

4.3. UV screens and DNA

Overall absorbance was maintained after exposure of
quercitrin and catechin to solar UV, but it was shifted to
shorter wavelengths, presumably due to the degradation of
these complex molecules into subunits of variable composi-
tion, producing a loss of features in the UV absorption
spectra. The retention of overall UV absorbance may explain,
in part, the role of flavonoids in the observed survival of
Arabidopsis seeds. Retention of absorbance in the 200–
400 nm region is compatible with the protection of DNA and
RNA, and it could partially explain the dearth of morpho-
logical mutants among the survivors.

Three methods were used to assess DNA survival. The
first, agarose gel electrophoresis, showed that the nptII gene
was lost in the S1 layer, exposed to UV, but that it survived
in the S2 layer, protected from UV. The second method, PCR,
failed to amplify nptII in samples from the S1 layer, although
a 110 bp subregion was detected (Fig. 8A). Thus, some DNA
fragments survived exposure to complete space conditions,
but intact genes did not. The third method, a bacterial
transformation and recombination assay for biologically ac-
tive nptII DNA, also gave a negative result for the S1 layer.
However, in the S2 layer, which was protected from UV, the
DNA was biologically active, that is, it was taken up by a
bacterium, and it could correct a 10 bp deletion in a resident
nptII.

We conclude that DNA fragments included in, or adher-
ing to, small particles (e.g., clays) blown into the upper
stratosphere by winds or volcanoes could survive if they
were not exposed to solar UV light. They might later return
to Earth as micrometeorites and re-enter the biosphere
through bacterial genetic transformation and recombination
with resident sequences, as in the nptII model used here.
Transfer of such protected DNA might also operate over
cosmic distances.

4.4. Seeds as vectors for life

To put the observed seed survival in perspective, we can
ask whether a seedlike entity could survive the UV exposure
associated with transfer between planets, for example, via
ejection caused by a meteorite impact on Mars and transfer to
Earth. Given an estimated exposure of 1089 solar constant
hours for a seed tumbling at random on a direct voyage
(4752 h) and the survival of Arabidopsis (Columbia) measured
at 32 – 5.6% s.d. (n = 900 seeds) after 1913 solar constant hours
of exposure, we can speculate that some of the seeds launched
from Mars would survive exposure to UV, temperature ex-
tremes, and vacuum during the (6 months minimum transit
time) trip to Earth (Gladman and Burns, 1996; Gladman,
1997). However, they would suffer from other stresses, for
example, radiation and pressure plus heating upon ejection
from Mars and entry through Earth’s atmosphere ( Jerling
et al., 2008). Furthermore, seeds were immobilized on EX-
POSE. A tumbling seed might respond differently to UV ra-
diation. The chances that a naked seed could survive
interplanetary transfer are thus difficult to evaluate. The sur-
vival observed here nevertheless demonstrates that, although
unprotected seeds can resist prolonged exposure to space, UV
light is particularly deleterious. If seeds were encased in an
opaque matrix (e.g., including water ice), they would be pro-
tected from UV light and perhaps some of the shock of ejec-
tion and entry. It is thus conceivable, but not proved, that a
seedlike entity could survive transfer from Mars to Earth.
Comets could be carriers of both water and life (Delsemme,
1998; Hoyle and Wickramasinghe, 1999).

Seeds too damaged to germinate could still release mac-
romolecular components of life into a sterile foreign envi-
ronment and perhaps jump-start the formation of life (Tepfer
and Leach, 2006). Plant seeds harbor endosymbionts, and
they sometimes carry free-living bacteria. Thus, seedlike
entities could serve as vectors for embedded microorgan-
isms, even if the plant embryo does not survive (Tepfer and
Leach, 2006).

Seeds are model extremophiles, whose biological proper-
ties might be exploited to build a life-form capable of dis-
semination in large numbers over long distances through
space (Tepfer, 2008). For instance, seed coat UV screens
could be augmented (Yu et al., 2003; Chaudhuri et al., 2009),
and microorganisms with improved DNA repair could be
embedded in seeds, which could be coated with nutritive
and protective substances. A 20 kg payload would carry
about one billion Arabidopsis seeds. Plant seeds and em-
bedded microorganisms could thus be used by humans to
disseminate Earth’s life toward exohabitats, in a reversal
(Tepfer, 2008) of the directed panspermia envisioned by
Thomas Gold, cited by Sagan (Shklovskii and Sagan, 1966),
and by Crick and Orgel (Crick and Orgel, 1973).
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